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of the Grill
From Korean flavors to varieties made with wine, bourbon and
beer, here’s a look at what’s hot in barbecue sauces.

BY KARA MAYER ROBINSON

A

mericans love to grill. According to the Hearth, Patio
& Barbecue Association’s 2013 State of the Barbecue
Industry Report, more than 86 percent of households
own an outdoor barbecue, grill or smoker. Most people
use them year-round. So it’s no wonder total U.S.
retail sales of meat sauces grew by 12 percent from 2007 to 2012, according
to Mintel Group’s August 2012
Condiments report.

Clockwise from left: Chicken with Wine Country
Kitchens Napa Jack’s Merlot Bar-B-Q sauce;
ribs topped with Stonewall Kitchen’s Bourbon
Molasses Barbecue Sauce; brisket with Gator
Ron’s Chipotle Heavenly BBQ Sauce.
PHOTOS: MARK FERRI; FOOD STYLING: ROSCOE BETSILL;
PROPS STYLING: FRAN MATALON-DEGNI
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While there are still three main types—
vinegar-based, mustard-based and tomatobased—a slew of new barbecue sauces featuring
regional flavors, ethnic spices, natural ingredients and flavor fusions have hit the market.
“We’re seeing a huge trend in international flavors,” says Craig Kanarick, founder
of Mouth.com, an online food retailer specializing in small-batch, artisanal products.
“Some of these are global sauces, like We
Rub You, a take on traditional Korean barbecue sauce and marinade, but others are
more traditional, American-style barbecue

sauces incorporating flavors like pineapple,
lemongrass, miso or tamarind.” Kanarick
has also noticed an uptick in requests for
hotter peppers and specific chiles, like Thai
chiles and habaneros.
Daniel Levine, director of the AvantGuide Institute, a global trend analysis
company, says the biggest trend in barbecue sauce is specialization. “We call it the
‘Brooklynization’ of barbecue—sauces that
are small-batch, locally sourced and created
with out-of-the-ordinary, heirloom ingredients,” he says, noting specialty sauces like

SFQ Barbecue Sauce, which features ingredients like coffee, chocolate and red wine;
American Stockyard Harvest Apple BBQ
Sauce, made with tart Washington apples;
Wild Thymes Farm BBQ Sauce, with a line
of flavors influenced by Mexico, Thailand
and Morocco; and ’Cue Culture Sauce, in
flavors like pomegranate jalapeño, apricot
habanero rum and cherry bourbon.
Top Trends

Amid all the variety, industry experts and
retailers have seen several trends emerge.

LEADING THE WAY
These specialty producers are blazing the trails of the barbecue sauce market.
By Kara Mayer Robinson and Denise Shoukas
Pork Barrel BBQ. In 2008, co-owners Heath Hall and Brett Thompson, two fatigued Senate staffers in Washington,
D.C., walked away from Capitol Hill to focus on their love of barbecue, creating winning sauces (and a rub). “Our
line of Pork Barrel BBQ Sauces was created for and perfected on the professional competition barbecue circuit
at contests all across America,” says Hall. “We offer an affordable gourmet barbecue sauce made from all-natural
ingredients with no high-fructose corn syrup, MSG or preservatives that is gluten-free.” Made with vinegar, salt
and chile paste along with liquid smoke, the tart, spicy, savory Pork Barrel BBQ Sauce is available in original,
sweet, mustard and Carolina vinegar varieties. In 2011, the founders opened the first Pork Barrel BBQ restaurant in
Alexandria, Va. They’ve even developed Que, a barbecue-scented perfume. porkbarrelbbq.com—D.S.
Rufus Teague. Soy sauce, raisins, orange juice, anchovies and tamarind are some of the ingredients used in this
producer’s Kansas City–style sauce. It’s a repeat winner at competitions, and many features that consumers want
today—all-natural, gluten-free, kosher—have been there from the beginning. The sauces have a distinct branding:
packaged in a unique, flask-shaped bottle with a backstory
declared “Worth Readin’” and a one-of-a-kind motto: “Good
Ubon’s Bloody Mary
sauces makes bad barbeque good, and good barbeque gooder.”
Mix, paired with
wings feauring Rufus
rufusteague.com—K.M.R.
Ubon’s Barbeque. With not a trace of liquid smoke, this awardwinning Memphis-style sauce gets its kick from a blend of ketchup,
vinegar and Cajun hot sauce, as well as small bits of dehydrated
onion flakes that rehydrate as they sit in the sauce, giving it a
toothsome texture. “Our sauce is very versatile, which is why
we call is Ubon’s Sauce and not Ubon’s BBQ Sauce,” says world
champion pit master Garry Roark, who inherited the recipe from
his dad, Ubon. Best for marinating, basting, finishing and dipping,
it can also be mixed with mayonnaise for a sandwich spread or
vegetable dip. Ubon’s is also the main ingredient in Ubon’s BBQ
Bloody Mary Mix, a melange of traditional bloody mary flavors
offering a sweet-to-heat, zesty experience that’s all-natural, fatfree and gluten-free with no MSG. ubons.net—D.S.
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Teague’s Whiskey
Maple BBQ Sauce

Wickedly Good Salad—Proof Tat
Anyone Can be a Saucy Mama®.
Saucy Mama’s® not alone in
the kitchen. Our fantastic
food blogger friends
constantly inspire us with
innovative—and saucily
delicious—recipes.
Like this crab salad
from Kristy Bernardo at
thewickednoodle.com;
fantastic favor and
low calories prove
that anyone can be a
Saucy Mama®.

Some sauces, such as Skinny Chef’s,
boast superfruits like pomegranate.

Natural Ingredients. Nutrition labels
are more important than ever. Consumers
are looking for clean ingredients that are
easy to understand. According to Mintel, 52
percent of condiment users are interested in
products that are natural or free of artificial
additives or preservatives.
Specialty producers have listened,
swapping out high-fructose corn syrup in
favor of natural sweeteners like sugar, honey
and molasses. “Many superfoods like hot
chiles, berries and sweet-tasting vegetables
allow chefs to eliminate the need for highfructose corn syrup, as well as sodium, since
these ingredients provide interesting, complex taste and hints of sweetness with less
sugar content,” explains Jennifer Iserloh,
a chef and owner of Skinny Chef Natural
Foods, which recently launched a line of
sauces boasting superfoods like blueberries,
chipotle and goji.
Producers have also been responding to
gluten-free, vegan and other dietary needs.
Gator Ron’s, for one, recently introduced a
line of sauces that are gluten-free, dairy-free,
non-GMO and kosher.
This doesn’t appear to come at the cost
of flavor, however. “From an artisan sauce
producer perspective, the first propriety
is to enhance the flavor of barbecue meats
with clean flavors, and not mask them with
artificial flavors and colors,” explains Alan
Watts, owner of MenWhoDine.com. And

Make every Meal
Extraordinary!

Visit us or call at 800-207-4983 • barhyte.com
®

Manufactured with Blue Sky renewable energy.
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Ribs with We Rub You Sauce
in Original Flavor

Pulled pork sandwich with
Wild Thyme Whistling Dixie

NEW ADDITIONS
These new sauces have recently hit specialty store shelves.
DennyMike’s Barbecue Sauces. This restaurateur-turned-supplier has
bottled four Texas-style barbecue sauces, in Sweet ’n Spicy, Hot ’n Tasty,
Carolina-Style and Mesquit-o Madness. dennymikes.com
Gator Ron’s Heavenly BBQ Sauce. Relaunched this year with new glutenfree, dairy-free, non-GMO and kosher certifications, the Heavenly BBQ
Sauce comes in original and chipotle. gatorrons.com
Haks BBQ Sauce Thai Chile Tamarind. Sweetened with dates and honey, this
blend features the tropical fruit tamarind and an array of chiles. haksbbq.com
Jake’s Grillin’ Coffee BBQ Sauce. Java lovers will appreciate this Old
West–inspired line of coffee rubs and sauces. The Coffee BBQ Sauce, also
in a spicy version, is smoky and slightly sweet. jakesgrillin.com
Milo’s JB’s Best BBQ Sauce with Ale. Beer is the common denominator
among the four sauces in the new JB’s Best brand, in ghost pepper, honey
mustard, ancho peach and a classic Sweet & Smoky. jbsauces.com
Robert Rothschild Farm Asian Honey Barbecue Sauce and Carolina
BBQ Sauce. Asian Honey’s tomato-vinegar base infuses ginger, honey
and cayenne, while mustard-based Carolina balances black pepper, brown
sugar and honey. robertrothschild.com
Rufus Teague Whiskey Maple BBQ Sauce. A bite of whiskey with a kiss of
maple syrup makes for an addicting combination. rufusteague.com
Ubon’s BBQ Bloody Mary Mix. Its fifth-generation, award-winning Memphisstyle sauce is the base for Ubon’s inventive bloody mary mix. Sweet heat
with hint of dill pickle flavor makes this mix one of a kind. ubons.net
We Rub You Korean Barbecue Sauce. Featuring gochujang, a spicy
Korean paste made from red chile, sweet rice and fermented soybeans,
this sauce took the gold for Outstanding Cooking Sauce at the 2013 sofi
Awards. werubyou.com
Wine Country Kitchens Napa Jack’s Bar-B-Q Sauces. The Napa Valley
specialty producer uses ingredients like cabernet, bourbon and merlot in
its sauces. winecountrykitchens.com
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many all-natural ingredients have culinary
benefits: molasses can enhance sauce with
a more robust flavor, and brown sugar helps
stoke the caramelization process.
Handmade, Small Batches. As with
many foods and drinks, barbecue sauces are
in the midst of a craft movement. Smaller
batches that are locally produced and seasoned to reflect the tastes of a particular
region are on the rise, says food blogger and
competitive barbecue judge Jay D. Ducote.
“The idea of paying $7 or $8 for a bottle
of handcrafted sauce isn’t unheard of anymore,” he says, adding that some consumers
are actually turned off by the concept of paying, say, 97 cents for a bottle of sauce made
by a big-name producer.
Even national manufacturers have
picked up on the trend. Retail heavyweight
Kraft has created a separate line of sauces
called Garland Jack’s, which boasts flavors
for Southern tastes, such as Squealin’ Hot
and Sweet ’n Sticky Molasses.
“The large producers of barbecue sauce
will always find new ways to market their
products through a variety of co-branding,
such as with beer and spirit brands,” Watts
explains. But, he says, it’s the small-batch,
artisan producers that barbecue fanatics
gravitate toward.
Global Flavors. Innovative combinations, fusions and layering of unique flavors
are found in many new sauces. According to
a May 2013 trend report by market research

company Datassential, the use of ingredients
like salsa and jalapeño, Asian flavors like soy
and sweet-and-sour, and street-food favorites like Korean- and Chinese-style barbecue
are trending up. A wider variety of chile peppers are also being used, including chipotle,
poblano and ancho.
“By far, the most prominent sauce
going mainstream is the Korean barbecue
sauce kalbi, which is based on the chile
paste gochujang, and blended with onion,
garlic, spices, sugar and lemon-lime soda.
It’s spicy and sweet and it’s used as both a
marinade and basting sauce,” says Gerry
Ludwig, CEC, a corporate consulting chef
for Gordon Food Service, a distributor with
155 retail stores in the U.S. One recent
example is the Korean barbecue sauce We
Rub You, which won the 2013 sofi Award
for Outstanding Cooking Sauce.
Alcohol Infusion. Dataessentials has
recorded an uptick in sauces made with
white wine, Marsala, bourbon and beer.
Gourmet du Village, a Quebec-based producer, has introduced Apple Bourbon
BBQ Sauce, featuring caramel, apples and

bourbon. Stonewall Kitchen has enhanced
its line of grilling sauces with Bourbon
Molasses Barbecue Sauce.
In fact, the reverse has also been true:
Barbecue-based cocktails are a hot trend
right now, particularly bloody mary mix,
says Watts. “Ubon’s of Yazoo City has the
best barbecue bloody mary mix on the market. It also has a wonderful barbecue sauce
that is gaining serious attention and entering major markets. Ubon’s is a company to
watch out for,” he says.
Fruits and Berries. Flavors like citrus,
pineapple, mango, apple and fruit salsa,
as well as a variety of berries, are making
an appearance in many specialty barbecue
sauces. Sweet Mele’s Hawaiian Beach barbecue sauces, for example, feature such tropical
flavors as passion fruit and papaya.
Jeff Rosenstein, a natural foods consultant in Los Angeles, says a new berry is

hitting the scene: aronia. “The only company I have seen integrate it effectively
into a barbecue sauce is Sawmill Hollow’s
Aronia Cayenne sauce,” he says. “It’s sweet
with just a little bit of kick. The company
just announced it was entering national
distribution through KeHE Distributors.
Definitely something to look out for.”
A Look Ahead

Innovative flavors, global inspiration and
natural ingredients are likely to continue
trending. As long as consumers want it,
specialty producers are willing to make it.
“People nowadays want it all—versatility of
use; unique flavor profiles; low sugar, salt
and calories; gluten-free and all-natural,”
Skinny Chef ’s Iserloh says. “We’re striving
to meet those needs.”
Kara Mayer Robinson is a freelance writer
whose work has appeared in Parents, Emmy
and Time Out New York.

Gourmet du Village Apple Bourbon
BBQ sauce on grilled vegetables
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